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COMMENTO DEL GIUDICE 

 Mrs Cathrina Dunne  (EI)

Just returned after a super weekend judging the shetland sheepdog club of italy club show
.Thank you so much to the committee for the invite and to the exhibitors for their entries 
and sportsmanship ..I judged shelties in italy 3 years ago and in my opinion i think the 
quality has improved . I was impressed with the babies and the young classes in general 
but one thing i noticed was size seems to be increasing in some of the dogs ..please watch 
this as really a few cms all over can spoil the appearance and the sweet expression .Overall 
i thought the heads and expression very good and english type head is being preserved 
..correct eye placement and stop with a strong underjaw was the norm ...of course there 
was a few with longer head and this weakens the underjaw and for me is a fault i dont 
like ..along with oversize ..Construction on the whole was quite good but i noticed quite a 
few incorrect fronts...narrow chest and as a result crossing over on the move ..also quite a 
few high tails..please watch this as usually goes along with a short croup and incorrect hind
movement ..On the whole i was very pleased with my winners and i think these dogs could 
hold their own anywhere .My bis ch blue jeans boy di selvaspina i have judged before few 
years ago and for me he had maintained his absolute quality beautiful head and 
expression ex construction correct blue colour and on the move an absolute dream 
..moves with absolute reach and drive ...My best bitch i have never seen before but she 
impressed me so much ...Magic melody song de lle des bergers the sweetest feminine 
expression gorgeous shape in super coat and condition and also moved cleanly in front 
with reach and behind with drive ...there was no mistaking the masculine dog and feminine
bitch in the challenge...my best puppy nymphea du clos de seawind had the sweetest 
expression gorgeous colour and correct size for age and showed confidently on the 
day ...will follow her career with intererest .my cac dog winner i have seen before but i thjnk
had improved with age he was in super condition and moved a dream ...no hesitation 
cac ....One thing i did notice with a lot of the dogs was temperment in the ring ...a lot of 
them not standing properly and backing away when i walked near them ..this showed 
sometimes in their movement which was quite erratic at times .. I know most of them were 
young but is just something to try and work on ..presentation on the whole was good all 
dogs were clean and groomed ...just one thing please trim more hair off the rear hocks and
tidy the feet as it gives a neater appearance also trim ears a little more ...just small thing 
but can make all the difference in general appearance ...again thank you so much i 
thoroughly enjoyed my day and hope to see you all again ..thank you for your hospitality .

Cathrina Dunne 


